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A B S T R A C T   

This study investigates customer satisfaction through aspect-level sentiment analysis and visual analytics. We 
collected and examined the flight reviews on TripAdvisor from January 2016 to August 2020 to gauge the impact 
of COVID-19 on passenger travel sentiment in several aspects. Till now, information systems, management, and 
tourism research have paid little attention to the use of deep learning and word embedding techniques, such as 
bidirectional encoder representations from transformers, especially for aspect-level sentiment analysis. This 
paper aims to identify perceived aspect-based sentiments and predict unrated sentiments for various categories to 
address this research gap. Ultimately, this study complements existing sentiment analysis methods and extends 
the use of data-driven and visual analytics approaches to better understand customer satisfaction in the airline 
industry and within the context of the COVID-19. Our proposed method outperforms baseline comparisons and 
therefore contributes to the theoretical and managerial literature.   

1. Introduction 

On March 11, 2020, the world changed when the World Health Or-
ganization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a global pandemic. It also trig-
gered a precipitous drop in air travel and government-imposed travel 
restrictions [1]. As the pandemic intensified, so did the impact on the 
airline industry [2] because flight delays and cancellations are consid-
ered core airline service failures [3]. Pere et al. [4] conducted a study 
showing a lack of consumer confidence, even when flights started to 
resume. They further pointed out that airline reputations are difficult to 
build but easy to lose. Therefore, there is a need to understand consumer 
perspectives because early assessment can help the airline industry 
prepare to recover and regain consumer confidence. 

Customer purchasing decisions are strongly influenced by opinions 
shared on social media platforms, such as Yelp! and TripAdvisor [5,6]. 
These platforms reduce the risk and information asymmetries of a 
product or service before it is purchased [7]. In the tourism and hospi-
tality industry, it is crucial to understand customer preferences through 
online reviews to improve service quality and the competitiveness of 
service or product offerings [8, 9]. 

Most related studies have relied on expert input [10, 11] and surveys 
[9, 12] to study service quality. Sentiment analysis can also be used to 

measure user satisfaction with products or services, which can help 
overcome a firm’s weakness and complement existing approaches [13]. 
Sezgen et al. [14] point out that only a few studies have conducted 
sentiment analysis of airline reviews in social media, such as Twitter 
[15], Skytrax [16], and TripAdvisor [8]. However, user satisfaction is 
driven by several factors, which pose challenges to aspect-based senti-
ment analysis (ABSA) [17, 18]. Further, the application of ABSA focuses 
mainly on the extraction of product features [19], and insufficient 
attention has been given to analyzing tourism reviews using ABSA, 
especially for air flight traveler reviews [20, 21]. 

This study fills the above research gap by focusing on various di-
mensions of airline service and explores how ABSA can gain insights into 
service quality. In particular, we develop visualizations to observe the 
relations between aspect ratings and customer satisfaction (overall rat-
ings) before and during the pandemic. Based on the insights learned 
from the interactive visualizations, we developed a deep learning-based 
natural language processing (NLP) model with various embedding 
techniques, e.g., bidirectional encoder representations from trans-
formers (BERT), to capture latent linguistic features from airline re-
views. To the best of our knowledge, no previous information systems 
(IS) research has used BERT and deep learning techniques to analyze 
airline reviews on TripAdvisor and conduct ABSA in an airline and 
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COVID-19 context. Using deep learning and information visualization 
techniques, this study investigates how the pandemic has affected 
customer satisfaction through different aspects of airline service. We 
then use the rated aspects to predict the unrated aspects of airline 
reviews. 

2. Related work 

This study focuses on three streams of literature: online reviews and 
customer satisfaction, ASBA, and deep learning-based NLP for ASBA. We 
review recent studies and applications while highlighting the research 
gaps, which the current study aims to fill. 

2.1. Online reviews and customer satisfaction 

The airline industry is vulnerable to global events as COVID-19 has 
clearly demonstrated [22]. Airline service failures and failed recovery 
attempts can profoundly influence an airline’s financial performance 
[23] due to loss of customer trust and loyalty [16]. Empirical studies 
[24,25] have revealed that customer emotion directly affects customer 
satisfaction and loyalty. Ou and Verhoef [25], for example, analyzed 10, 
527 customer responses from 102 leading firms in the Netherlands, 
including four airline firms, with the results showing that positive and 
negative emotions can influence customer loyalty and purchase in-
tentions. Similarly, Khan and Urolagin [24] collected and analyzed over 
50,000 tweets from 18 airlines using sentiment analysis and information 
visualization techniques. They found that customer sentiments can 
predict customer loyalty with high accuracy (>90%). 

In line with appraisal theory, customers are likely to evaluate a 
product or service performance when they are exposed to an environ-
mental stimulus [26]. Positive and negative sentiments can be evoked in 
this evaluation process. According to expectancy disconfirmation the-
ory, when a customer’s expectation and perceived service are different, 
this can affect customer satisfaction [14,27]. Although the extant liter-
ature has examined the relation between rating scores and customer 
satisfaction [28,29], a customer’s expectation of service quality depends 
on several dimensions, such as price, cabin class, and implicit service 
promises [16]. Hence, using a generic score to measure the aggregated 
dimensions of satisfaction has limitations because the primary drivers of 
customer satisfaction can be individual rating categories [8]. Further, 
little is known about customer satisfaction and service quality during the 
present pandemic. For this reason, we measured customers’ multidi-
mensional sentiments before and after the start of COVID-19 by devel-
oping a deep learning-based model for ABSA. 

2.2. ABSA 

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining uses NLP, text analysis, and 
computational linguistics to extract meaning and polarity from a text 
[30]. Such analysis can be carried out at the document, sentence, and 
aspect levels to detect positive, negative, or neutral opinions conveyed 
in a text [31]. For instance, sentiment analysis algorithms proposed by 
Mohammad et al. [32] have been widely used to extract polarity at the 
sentence level. Although prior studies have examined sentiment analysis 
on hotels [31,33,34] and restaurant reviews [35,36], scant effort has 
been spent on conducting sentiment analysis of airline reviews and 
services [14]. 

To identify the opinion providers’ multidimensional sentiments of 
the service or product, ABSA can be used. ABSA is a text analysis tech-
nique that explores aspects within a document and then allots each one 
with a sentiment level. ABSA involves three steps: aspect identification 
or extraction, sentiment classification, and sentiment aggregation or 
summarization [37,38]. The results are detailed, engaging, and accurate 
since ABSA investigates more closely the information behind a text. 
Based on SemEval-2016 Task 5 [39], ABSA comprises three sub-tasks: 
sentence-level, text-level, and out-of-domain ABSA. The goal of the 

first subtask is to identify entities, entities’ attributes, offsets, and their 
polarity for a given sentence. As for text-level ABSA, it is a classification 
that summarizes the opinions expressed in a customer review. The last 
subtask develops a system to test in domains for which no training data 
are made available. This study focuses on the second subtask, or 
text-level ABSA, in organizing given aspects into suitable categories for 
each review; incidentally, this subtask was called aspect category 
sentiment analysis in the SemEval-2014 Task 4 [40]. A document may 
have different sentiment polarities for different aspects and overall po-
larities. Take the example the review “Moderate ticket prices compared 
with other airlines, but the legroom (LR) is insufficient,” which has an 
overall positive sentiment; however, if the aspects are {VAL-
UE_FOR_MONEY, LEGROOM}, its polarities will be {positive, negative}. 

ABSA has been recently leveraged to understand service failure in the 
hospitality industry [33,41]. For instance, Korfiatis et al. [8], who 
collected 557,208 airline passenger reviews from TripAdvisor, used 
structural topic models (STM) and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) with 
a probabilistic extension to measure aspect-level service quality. Their 
findings show that customer service (CS) and value for money (VM) are 
critical factors that lead to increased customer satisfaction. Similarly, 
Sezgen et al. [14] used latent semantic analysis (LSA) to analyze over 5, 
000 passenger reviews from 50 airlines on TripAdvisor and found that 
customer satisfaction was related to the cabin class and the cost of an 
airline. Specifically, friendly and helpful staff was the critical satisfac-
tion driver for economy-class passengers, while product value was vital 
to premium-cabin passengers. For a low-cost airline, low ticket price was 
the key to customer satisfaction. However, this study had a couple of 
limitations: first, LSA does not consider the sentence-level meaning of an 
individual document, which is an inherent limitation of bag-of-words 
analysis methods [14,42]; and second, the sample size of 5,000 re-
views from 50 airlines is relatively small. 

2.3. Deep learning-based NLP for sentiment analysis 

Recently, IS research has applied deep learning techniques in process 
prediction [43], healthcare analytics [44], as well as product reviews 
[45], and has emerged as a new approach for ABSA [15, 46, 47]. 
Automated sentiment analysis can be classified into lexicon-based and 
machine learning methods [48]. A lexicon-based method requires 
existing sentiment dictionaries, which may not meet the requirement of 
specific domains [49]. Moreover, a self-constructed lexicon is 
labor-intensive and inefficient. As for traditional machine learning 
methods, they are incapable of extracting semantic relationships be-
tween aspects and relative content words [50]. On the other hand, word 
embedding is a machine learning technique that transforms words into 
an n-dimensional vector space [48], thus enabling semantically similar 
words to have similar vector representations, such as “strong” being close 
to “powerful” and “boat” being close to “water,” which depend on 
training data [51]. Word embedding, typically used in sentiment anal-
ysis, therefore overcomes the drawback of a bag-of-words analysis and 
contributes to the success of deep learning-based NLP [51]. Pre-trained 
word embeddings have become an integral part of modern NLP systems 
[52] due to the steady and robust development of language models, such 
as Word2Vec [53], GloVe [54], and ELMo [55]. 

In 2018, Devlin et al. [52] from Google introduced BERT, a language 
model based on attention [56]. Liu et al. [57] then used attention-based 
deep learning and word embedding techniques to predict shareholder 
litigation in insider trading from financial texts, while Brahma et al. [58] 
applied BERT and text analytics techniques to predict mortgage origi-
nation delays from textual conversations. For sentiment analysis, the use 
of attention [59,60] and convolution neural networks (CNN) [47] has 
emerged as a popular strategy. Wang et al. [61], for example, used 
attention to focus on an essential part of the sentence, which demon-
strates the efficiency of the attention mechanism for ABSA tasks. Simi-
larly, Poria et al. [62] used a seven-layer deep CNN to identify aspects 
and tagged them with corresponding sentiments. This transfer learning 
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technique with language models clearly has potential and can overcome 
lengthy and costly data collection and data labeling [63]. 

The use of BERT for ABSA is new and has primarily found mostly in 
conference proceedings. We have reviewed recent ABSA studies using 
BERT and their datasets and summarized their findings below. Table 1 
shows representative BERT-based studies, including the main topic and 
novelty, the use of corpus, and the experimental results for each study. 
Unlike previous language models integrated with additional features 

that carried human knowledge of the end task, BERT adopts a fine- 
tuning approach that requires almost no specific architecture for each 
end task [64]. This strategy enables BERT to extract knowledge directly 
from data. Modem ABSA researchers have been encouraged by the 
progress made possible by BERT, and several of their performance 
evaluation datasets use the corpora of SemEval competitions [40] and 
SentiHood [65]. An example of this is the SemEval-2014 Task 4 dataset, 
which comprises two domain-specific datasets: laptops and restaurants. 
This dataset contains the five aspects of food, service, price, ambiance, 
and anecdotes/miscellaneous. Each aspect has its set of sentiments, 
including positive, negative, conflicting, and neutral. SentiHood, which 
is a targeted ABSA dataset collected from the question-and-answer 
platform of Yahoo!, includes ten aspects: life, safety, price, quietness, 
dining, nightlife, transit-location, touristy-ness, shopping, green-culture, 
and multi-culture. Each aspect contains positive and negative sentiment 
labels. 

Sun et al. [65] investigated several approaches to develop an auxil-
iary sentence for extracting sentiment polarity and entity information 
from a text and transformed ABSA into a sentence-pair classification 
task. Their fine-tuned BERT model captured crucial information related 
to ABSA from the constructed auxiliary sentences, thereby achieving an 
overall F1-score of 92.18% and 87.90% on SemEval-2014 and SentiHood 
datasets, respectively. Li et al. [66] built on Sun et al.’s approach to 
develop a method, which used a gating mechanism with context-aware 
aspect embeddings to enhance the BERT representation for ABSA, and 
thus resulted in the capacity to learn context-aware embeddings that 
encode richer ABSA correlated information. By adding these extra em-
beddings into the fine-tune BERT, Li et al.’s model reached the highest 
F1-score of 92.89% on the SemEval-2014 datasets and an F1-score of 
88.0% on SentiHood datasets. Wu et al. [67] proposed the 
quasi-attention context-guided BERT that integrates context information 
into the self-attention calculation. This method was able to 1) identify 
words corresponding to different targets and different aspects and 2) 
correlate aspect and sentiment. Therefore, the ABSA prediction perfor-
mance improved on SemEval-2014 and SentiHood datasets with 
F1-scores of 92.64% and 89.70%, respectively. 

Recently, most researchers have adopted the SemEval-2015 and 
-2016 corpora for performance evaluations. Both datasets are an 
extension of SemEval-2014, which aims to detect the targets, aspects, 
and sentiment polarities in texts. The SemEval 2015 ABSA dataset [68], 
collected from the laptops and restaurant domains, contains several 
aspects formed by the composition of entity and attribute labels. For 
instance, in the restaurant domain, the entity label “Food” includes five 
attribute labels “general,” prices,” “quality,” “style and options,” and 
“miscellaneous.” In the SemEval 2016 ABSA dataset [39], the training 
dataset was scaled up by merging the training and test datasets of 
SemEval 2015, and a new dataset for testing was also created. 

Meškelė et al. [69] proposed a hybrid ABSA method using a lex-
icalized domain ontology and a neural attention model. They adopted a 
manually created ontology to extract the domain-based knowledge for 
predicting relationships among entities and their properties to benefit 
the prediction of the polarity value of an aspect. The proposed neural 
attention model could extract the polarity of an aspect through learning 
relationships among the aspect and its context words. They integrated 
the above advantages into the BERT model and then evaluated perfor-
mances on SemEval-2015 and SemEval-2016 datasets to obtain high 
accuracies of 93.1% and 92.7%, respectively. Furthermore, Wan et al.’s 
[70] BERT-based, multi-task learning method for ABSA predicts whether 
targets exist for 1) an aspect sentiment pair and 2) a tag sequence for 
extracting the targets, which reduces the joint detection problem to bi-
nary text classification and sequence labeling problems. Since their 
model can capture the dual dependency of sentiments on both targets 
and aspects and handle implicit target cases, it achieves the remarkable 
performance with an F1-score of 65.89% and 58.09% on SemEval-2016 
and SemEval-2015 datasets, respectively. 

Our research stands out from recent BERT-based ABSA studies in 

Table 1 
Summary of previous BERT-based works on aspect sentiment analysis  

Study Main topic and novelty Corpus Result 

[65] Develop an auxiliary 
sentence for extracting 
sentiment polarity and 
entity information from 
a text and transforming 
ABSA into a sentence- 
pair classification task. 

SemEval-2014 
Task 
4&SentiHood 

The fine-tuned BERT 
model captured crucial 
information related to 
ABSA from the 
constructed auxiliary 
sentences. The overall 
performance can 
achieve F1-score of 
92.18% and 87.90% on 
SemEval-2014 and 
SentiHood datasets, 
respectively. 

[66] Using a gating 
mechanism with 
context-aware aspect 
embeddings to enhance 
the BERT representation 
for ABSA. 

SemEval-2014 
Task 
4&SentiHood 

The proposed GBCN 
model enhances the 
BERT representation for 
ABSA through learning 
context-aware aspect 
embeddings that encode 
richer ABSA correlated 
information. The model 
reached the highest F1- 
score of 92.89% on the 
SemEval-2014 datasets 
and an F1-score of 88.0% 
on SentiHood datasets. 

[67] Develop a method that 
can identify words 
corresponding to 
different targets and 
different aspects, and 
correlate aspect and 
sentiment. 

SemEval-2014 
Task 
4&SentiHood 

The proposed model 
integrates context 
information into the self- 
attention calculation of 
BERT, which can learn 
the correlation between 
words, targets, and 
aspects. Thereby 
achieving an overall F1- 
score of 92.64% and 
89.70% on SemEval- 
2014 and SentiHood 
datasets, respectively. 

[69] Adopt a manually 
created ontology to 
extract the domain- 
based knowledge for 
predicting relationships 
among entities and their 
properties to benefit the 
prediction of the 
polarity value of an 
aspect. 

SemEval 2016 
Task 5&SemEval 
2015 Task 12 

The hybrid ABSA model 
can extract the polarity 
of an aspect through 
learning relationships 
among the aspect and its 
context words. The 
overall performance on 
SemEval-2015 and 
SemEval-2016 datasets 
can obtain high 
accuracies of 93.1% and 
92.7%, respectively. 

[70] The model can capture 
the dual dependency of 
sentiments on both 
targets and aspects and 
handle implicit target 
cases. 

SemEval-2014 
Task 
4&SentiHood 

The BERT-based multi- 
task learning ABSA 
model can capture the 
dual dependency of 
sentiments on both 
targets and aspects and 
handle implicit target 
cases, it achieves the 
remarkable performance 
with an F1-score of 
65.89% and 58.09% on 
SemEval-2016 and 
SemEval-2015 datasets, 
respectively.  
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many respects. First, the dataset we collected contains airline reviews on 
one of the largest online review sites, TripAdvisor, thus containing 
significantly more reviews than previous works. Although each review 
contains up to eight aspects, some reviewers provide few or even no 
aspect ratings, which poses additional challenges for data analyses. 
Second, recent research studies adopt a two-staged method of first 
recognizing the aspect and then predicting the sentiment. In contrast, 
our approach treats ABSA as a multi-task classification problem that can 
enable our model to simultaneously predict aspects and the corre-
sponding sentiments in one stage. Third, our method successfully ex-
ploits the syntactic structures, sentiment semantics, and content of 
review texts. As a result, it can capture discriminative textual features 
and eliminate undesired noise to boost sentiment classification perfor-
mance. Finally, we infuse COVID-19 factors into our deep learning 
model to further improve the performance of the current BERT-based 
ABSA approach. In short, our proposed method is efficient in ABSA 
prediction and achieves the best performance among the compared 
methods. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Data collection and preprocessing 

Tripadvisor.com is the world’s largest travel platform1 [71] and is 
honored annually with the Traveler’s Choice Best of the Best award 
based on reviews, ratings, and other relevant factors2. According to 
travelers on TripAdvisor, we selected the top 10 airlines in the world for 
2019 and 20203. Two airlines ranked in 2019 dropped out of the top 10 
rankings in 2020, which resulted in 12 airlines being selected. 

We developed a web crawler and collected data from January 2016 
to August 2020. For each review, we stored the airline URL, aspect 
ratings, crawl time, cabin class, route (e.g., departure and destination 
airport), type of flight (e.g., international and domestic), review rating, 
review text, review date, reviewer URL, reviewer name, review title, 
travel date, response text, response date, and responder name. Each 
review on TripAdvisor contains up to eight aspects: LR, seat comfort 
(SC), in-flight entertainment (FE), CS, VM, cleanliness (CN), check-in 
and boarding (CB), and food and beverage (FB). However, not all re-
viewers rate all aspects, and some do not rate any, which poses addi-
tional challenges for data analyses. Fig. 1 shows a sample review of an 
airline on TripAdvisor. We highlighted the information extracted from 
each review stored in a comma-separated values file. 

Data preprocessing and cleaning were conducted to enhance data 
quality. We first extracted numerical aspect values from each aspect, 
with the collected reviews, including four cabin classes: first-class, 
business, premium economy, and economy. However, not all 12 air-
lines offered these four classes. Since we were particularly interested in 
service ratings before and during COVID-19, we split the reviews into 
two groups: before and during the pandemic. Reviews that mentioned 
keywords like “COVID-19,” “pandemic,” and “refunds” were extracted 
for additional analyses. Reviews with date errors, e.g., June 2038, were 
removed from our analysis. 

3.2. Data summary and visualization 

Table 2 presents an overview of the data summary for each airline. 
The first column indicates the airline ranking in 2019 and 2020 based on 
the consumer voting results published by TripAdvisor. The airlines’ 
headquartered countries are classified into the four regions of Pacific 

Ocean, Asia, South America, and North America, and the Middle East 
according to the proximity of the countries; this is because some airlines, 
such as Azul and Korean Air, have relatively fewer reviews. The total 
number of reviews was 191,123, while the average review rating value 
was 4.26 out of 5. 

Textual reviews and aspect ratings are helpful indicators of travelers’ 
overall satisfaction [72]. We used January 1, 2020, as a cutoff point to 
separate reviews into before and after the start of COVID-19. Next, the 
trends of average review ratings before and during COVID-19 were 
broken down by airline names, with blue and red, respectively, indi-
cating the average rating before and during the pandemic. Overall, the 
average review rating during the pandemic is relatively lower than the 
rating before the pandemic for all airlines, as shown in Fig. 2. 

To reveal the variation of rating changes during COVID-19, we 
developed a box-and-whisker plot. The average review rating for each 
travel month was broken down by quarter, and colors show the details 
about the airlines. As shown in Fig. 3, the average rating score in 
January and February 2020 was normal. However, after the WHO’s 
announcement of the global pandemic in March 2020, there is a 
noticeable drop in average rating scores. This further confirms a sig-
nificant rise in airline passenger complaints amid COVID-194. 

Of course, an average review rating cannot tell us the complete story. 
We therefore developed the visualization in Fig. 4 to display the average 
ratings of the eight aspects (CB, LR, FB, SC, FE like Wi-Fi, TV, and 
movies, CS, VM, and CN). We used January 1, 2020, as a cutoff line to 
split the aspect ratings into before and during pandemic, and the colors 
show the details of the aspects. Most aspect ratings dropped after the 
start of the pandemic except for the LR and SC ratings, which increased 
slightly. The service rating presents the most significant drop (-.16) from 
before to during the pandemic. This further made us curious to inves-
tigate the service rating for ticket refunds and flight cancellations. To 
this end, we extracted the keywords of “refund,” “reimburse,” and 
“cancellations,” from airline reviews during COVID-19. We then visu-
alized the results, as shown in Fig. 5, to denote CS and review ratings as 
red and blue, respectively, for each airline. The numeral next to each 
airline icon shows the total number of reviews containing the extracted 
keywords. The average service rating was 2.3 out of 5 when flight re-
views involved a refund, reimbursement, or cancellation. The highest 
service rating was given to Jet.com and ANA airlines with service rating 
scores of 3.9 and 3.7, respectively. This finding corresponds to the user 
stories found in the news media5 and reveals that complicated refund 
processes, policies, and refund transparency are still the major concerns 
of many airline travelers during the pandemic. 

To understand the passengers’ opinion toward each operating airline 
during the pandemic, we classified the airlines into four regions: Asia, 
Middle East, South America, North America, and the Pacific Ocean 
based on their headquarters and geographical proximity (see Fig. 6). The 
visualization is filtered after the start of the pandemic (January 1, 2020). 
We use blue-teal stepped color to indicate aspect ratings, where a lighter 
teal represents a higher rating and darker teal a lower rating. Different 
passenger concerns correlated with different geographic regions: FE was 
the primary driver for satisfaction for airlines operating in South 
America, and North America; VM for airlines in the Middle East and the 
Pacific Ocean; and FB for airlines in Asia. 

Contemporary studies have found that customer satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction are often related to airline cabins [14]. This study 
analyzed eight aspects for the four cabin classes of first-class, business, 
premium economy, and economy during the pandemic (see Fig. 7); note 
that particular cabins, such as the premium economy may not be an 
available option for all airlines and flights. The colors in the figure show 

1 About TripAdvisor, https://tripadvisor.mediaroom.com/us-about-us  
2 Travelers’ Choice Best of the Best, https://www.tripadvisor.com/Traveler 

sChoice  
3 Top 10 Airlines—World, https://www.tripadvisor.com/TravelersChoice-Air 

lines 

4 US airlines saw a 965% rise in passenger complaints: https://www.foxnews. 
com/travel/us-airlines-customer-service-complaints-coronavirus  

5 Airline refund story, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/advice/airline-n 
ot-refunded-flights-covid-insurance/. 
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details about each cabin class, and the marks are labeled by the number 
of records with 16 null values excluded. The hollow and filled airline 
shapes represent before and during pandemic, respectively. During the 
pandemic, lower aspect ratings were observed for the four cabins, while 
slightly higher ratings on LR and SC were found for economy passengers. 
Fewer passengers and social distancing likely explain the slightly higher 
ratings of LR and SC for economy passengers. It is also noteworthy that 
first-class and premium economy passengers were highly unsatisfied 
with FB during the pandemic. 

However, the overall ratings of all airlines for each cabin cannot 
reflect the ratings for each airline. For example, during the pandemic, 
EVA Air’s premium economy passengers gave lower ratings on most 
aspects, typically on CN, check-in, FB, FE, and VM (ratings < 4), as 
shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, by examining aspect ratings for each cabin, 
airline managers can be alerted to aspects that require attention to 
further improve the service quality. 

Next, we retrieved the reviews containing specific keywords, such as 
a pandemic, COVID, and virus, and explored the aspect ratings in these 
reviews. It should be noted that three null values were excluded, no 
ratings were found from premium economy passengers during the 
pandemic. Fig. 9 presents these results, with the number next to each 
airline representing the number of reviews containing these keywords. 
The bottom row of the figure indicates reviews containing pandemic 
keywords for all cabin classes. Overall, we found slightly lower ratings 
on reviews with pandemic keywords for most cabins. Additionally, low 
ratings were found on check-in, service, and VM for two first-class 
passengers. However, the small sample size limits our ability to inter-
pret these findings. 

We then calculated the correlation between each aspect rating and 
the overall rating (satisfaction) for all cabin passengers using Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient. Fig. 10 shows the overall results, where values 
that more closely correlate with 1 indicate a stronger relationship be-
tween an aspect rating and overall satisfaction. The result indicates that 
CS and VM are essential indicators of customer satisfaction. Similarly, 

Rajaguru [12] conducted a survey study on 15 full-service and six 
low-cost carrier customers and found that VM and customer satisfaction 
are correlated. 

However, we cannot apply this finding to all cabin classes. Instead, 
we used a filter to observe the difference for each cabin, as the example 
of Fig. 11 shows. Before the pandemic, the CS, FB, and VM had higher 
correlations to first-class passenger satisfaction; in contrast, CN and FB 
were the major concerns of first-class passengers during the pandemic. 
We repeated the same analysis for each cabin and found a similar result 
for business and premium economy passengers. This is understandable 
because most airlines had new pandemic policies relating to FB, such as 
“no snacks, no food,” and “no refill of beverages” during the pandemic 
[73]. 

We applied the same type of analysis for each airline, but Fig. 12 
illustrates a sample result for all cabins of Korean Air. It is interesting 
that during the pandemic CN and CB became even more important 
factors influencing passenger satisfaction, typically for ANA, EVA Air, 
JAL, and Korean Air. Therefore, while traveling during the pandemic, 
the airlines should pay special attention to improving or adapting the 
boarding methods to accommodate new social distancing norms without 
sacrificing passenger safety [73] and satisfaction. 

Our visualization results show that customers have different per-
ceptions depending on their choice of cabin class and airline. Interactive 
visualizations can reveal several attributes that may lead to passengers’ 
satisfaction before and during the pandemic; however, there is no 
consensus in the literature about the intricate relationship between 
service quality and passengers’ satisfaction [14,16]. Nonetheless, the 
aspect ratings and customer satisfaction are different before and during 
the pandemic. Measuring ratings of airline service is complicated 
because it can be both quantitative and qualitative, and includes seat 
reservation, ticketing, check-in process, in-flight service, baggage 
handling, CN, and employee courtesy or a combination of different 
services [74,75]. To better capture the relationship between rating 
scores and text reviews, we adopted deep learning-based NLP and word 

Fig. 1. An airline review on TripAdvisor  
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embedding techniques, and our model also considers pandemic factors. 
Before feeding the collected data into our deep learning model, we 

needed to preprocess the rating data. Aspect rating values can range 
from 1 to 5 or can be blank, so we classified airline review ratings into 
either negative (1–3 ratings) or positive (4–5 ratings), removed reviews 
with no aspect label, and converted words into lower case. Table 3 
shows the overall result of the rating ratio of eight aspects. Our goal was 
to develop a deep learning model that can effectively learn aspect rat-
ings based on review content so that it can predict unrated aspect ratings 
in the collected reviews. 

3.3. Discriminative Linguistic Features Fused with BERT for aspect-based 
sentiment prediction of airline reviews 

The impact of COVID-19 on the airline industry can be evaluated via 
sentiment analysis of the texts relating to certain aspects of an airline, 
such as online reviews and social media. In this research, we model the 
ABSA as a multi-task classification problem and define it as follows. Let 
be a set of documents, A = {a1, a2, …, am} a set of aspects, with each 
aspect having its set of sentiments S = {s1, s2, …, sn}. The goal of this 
task is to decide the most appropriate sentiment si of each aspect aj for a 
document dl, where one or more sentiments can be associated with a 
document. In this way, we can observe the affected aspects of airlines in 

a quantified manner. 
We constructed a BERT-based model [52] fused with discriminative 

linguistic features for ABSA. Fig. 13 illustrates an overview of our pro-
posed model, called LiFeBERT, which predicts the sentiment behind 
different aspects of airline reviews. We first needed to learn the key-
words of the sentiments from the input corpus. Then, given the learned 
keywords, a set of embedding vectors was generated to match several 
aspects of a document. After this, we further integrated these vectors 
with two embeddings that were already trained by the original BERT, 
token embeddings and positional embeddings. The fused representa-
tions (vectors) went through multi-head attention layers to predict the 
aspect with sentiment ratings behind the text of the airline review. We 
explain the functions of each layer in the following paragraphs. 

Input layer—Multi-feature fusion text representation: It is vital to 
preprocess the raw text data to conduct machine learning efficiently. We 
first transformed all words to lower case for consistency and removed 
punctuation; stop words, such as “is” and “the,” were also filtered out. 
Next, we adopted the WordPiece [76] toolkit to decompose a text into 
token sequences. The token embedding was generated from the 
pre-trained BERT to represent the words in an airline review. Positional 
embedding was also adopted to capture the order information of tokens 
[56]. As is the convention of using pre-trained BERT, the first token of 
sequences is the [CLS], which is a unique token designated for classifi-
cation tasks. 

Extracting discriminative lexicons for text representation can elimi-
nate undesired information and boost sentiment classification perfor-
mance [47,77]. This study infused different embeddings that can 
highlight the tokens positively associated with each aspect category. For 
this reason, we utilized the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) method [78] to 
>extract polarity keywords denoting sentiments of an aspect6 as shown 
in Eq. (3). More specifically, a word with a considerable LLR value was 
closely associated with the sentiment of an aspect. Next, all words were 
ranked by their LLR value in the training procedure, and the top 150 
were selected as polarity keywords for each aspect. After this, the 
discriminative linguistic embeddings were trained by freezing the other 
parameters in the LiFeBERT model, which only learns the embeddings of 
those polarity keywords. Then, we unfroze all parameters and trained a 
few more epochs. Finally, we ended up with a 768-dimension vector for 
text representation composed of token embedding, positional embed-
ding, and keyword embedding. We also added a normalization opera-
tion [79] before feeding a text representation to the multi-head attention 
blocks. The attention mechanism was then adopted to learn which parts 
of the representation needed to be focused on. 

Multi-head Attention layer: Vaswani et al. [56] described an atten-
tion function as mapping vectors (such as a query and a set of key-value 
pairs) to an output. A weighted sum of the values is calculated, in which 
a compatibility function between the query and the key vectors denotes 
the weight. Specifically for our study, let Q, K, V ∈ Rda denote the 
matrices of query, key, and value, respectively. The output matrix is 
derived using the attention in Eq. (1). In this paper, we employ multiple 
transformer layers with multi-head attention instead of a single atten-
tion function. The proposed model can jointly attend to information 
from different representation subspaces at different positions through 
the multi-head attention mechanism [56]. The critical point is that each 
attention head looks at the entire input sentence with a different focal 
point. Let L denote the number of transformer layers, H as the hidden 
size, and A as the number of attention heads per layer. We set L = 12, H 
= 768, and A = 12 to take advantage of the pre-trained BERT model7. 

Table 2 
The number of reviews and average review rating for each airline: January 
2016–August 2020  

Year 
(rank) 

Airline 
name 

Country Region Number 
of 
reviews 

Average 
review 
rating 

2019 
(8), 
2020 
(6) 

Air New 
Zealand 

New 
Zealand 

Pacific 
Ocean 

12,300 4.28 

2019 
(10) 

All Nippon 
Airways 
(ANA) 

Japan Asia 3,135 4.35 

2019 
(7), 
2020 
(1) 

Azul Brazil South 
America 

516 3.93 

2019 
(4), 
2020 
(10) 

Emirates United Arab 
Emirates 

Middle 
East 

39,757 4.11 

2019 
(3), 
2020 
(7) 

EVA Air Taiwan Asia 4,301 4.30 

2019 
(5), 
2020 
(4) 

Japan 
Airlines 
(JAL) 

Japan Asia 2,809 4.35 

2019 
(9), 
2020 
(5) 

Jet2.com England North 
America 

27,992 4.41 

2020(3) Korean Air South Korea Asia 3,148 4.29 
2019 

(2), 
2020 
(9) 

Qatar 
Airways 

Qatar Middle 
East 

19,649 4.12 

2019 
(1), 
2020 
(2) 

Singapore 
Airlines 

Singapore Asia 19,805 4.29 

2019(6) Southwest 
Airlines 

United 
States 

North 
America 

42,975 4.37 

2020(8) Virgin 
Atlantic 
Airways 

United 
Kingdom 
(England) 

North 
America 

14,706 4.11 

Total    191,123 4.26  

6 The detail for calculating the LLR value is described in the Appendix.  
7 The pre-trained BERT model is called the BERT-Base model, which contains 

12 layers with 768-dims and which was retrieved from https://github.com/g 
oogle-research/bert. 
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Attention (Q,K,V) = softmax
(

QKT
̅̅̅̅̅
da

√

)

V (1) 

Output layer—Multi-task classification: Following the multi-head 
attention layer, the fully connected layers are adopted to reduce the 
output dimension to 24 gradually. Since we formulated ABSA as a multi- 
task classification problem, we reshaped a 24-dim 1D vector to a 2D 
matrix with dimensions of (3, 8), which indicates three classes and eight 
aspects for each aspect. It is noteworthy that two binary features are 
integrated into our model to consider the correlation between COVID-19 
and sentiment prediction. The first feature is related to the pandemic 
time, and we examine whether the posting time of a review is during the 
COVID-19 period. The value of this feature is equal to 1 if the posting 
time is after January 1, 2020 (denoted as CVT); otherwise, it is 0. Next, 
since we considered that the refund rate would increase during the 
pandemic, the second feature was designed to recognize whether the 
review conveys a refund issue (denoted as CVR). The value of this 
feature is equal to 1 if the review text contains keywords “refund,” 
“reimburse,” and “cancellation;” otherwise, it is 0. Finally, we combined 
both COVID-19-related features into the fully connected layers. 

As shown in Table 3, the airline review dataset is imbalanced. While 
handling an imbalanced dataset, loss calculation can be tricky. The most 
common approach to balancing the loss is assigning weights to the loss. 
The weights are calculated as the inverse of the number of class in-
stances or the inverse of the square root of the number of class instances. 
This form of weighing scheme creates a problem by shifting focus 
entirely to the classes with very few instances. To handle this shifting 
focus, we adopted the class-balanced loss based on the effective number 
of samples [80] to reduce the impact of the imbalanced data. More 
specifically, we utilized the class-balanced softmax cross-entropy loss 
function for each aspect to normalize the relative loss across classes and 
reduce the drastic imbalance of weights by inverse class frequency. The 
final loss is the mean of all aspect losses. Given a model output y, a loss 
for this output with class i and its weight w can be calculated using Eq. 
(2), in which β =

#sample− 1
#sample and ni is number of class i samples. Finally, the 

outputs are aspects with a sentiment that depicts 24 possible output 
states. 

Loss(y, i) = −
1 − β

1 − βni
log

(
exp(yi)
∑

jexp
(
yj
)

)

(2) 

The LiFeBERT model was implemented using PyTorch8, a Python 
deep learning library. We primarily followed the original settings of 
optimization and hyper-parameters for fine-tuning, i.e., five epochs of 
training time and the AdamW optimizer [81] with the learning rate set 
to 2e–5, but the β2 set to 0.98 to improve stability during the training 
procedure. For the text representation, the pre-trained BERT model was 
trained with BooksCorpus (800M words) [82] and English Wikipedia (2, 
500M words). We loaded the weights of the pre-trained token embed-
ding and positional embedding, and the transformer layers. For 
discriminative linguistic embeddings and classifier layers, their param-
eters were initiated by a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and 
standard deviation of 0.02. Also, these layers were first trained for ten 
epochs before unfreezing other pre-trained parameters. The maximum 
sequence length was 512 tokens, with padding or truncating at the end 
of the sequence. We ran the LiFeBERT model on a single Nvidia RTX 
2080Ti, and seven sequences were trained per batch due to memory 
constraints. 

4. Experiment results and discussion 

In our experiments, the performance evaluation metrics included 
precision, recall, and F1-score. In general, there is a trade-off between 
precision and recall, and because these two metrics evaluate system 
performance from different perspectives, a single metric is essential to 
balance (average) the trade-off. That single metric is the F1-score, which 
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. This score is generally 
close to the minimum of the two values and can thus be considered as an 
attempt to find the best possible compromise (balance) between preci-
sion and recall [83]. The F1-score is also deemed a conservative metric 
that prevents the possible overestimate of system performance because 
the harmonic mean is always less or equal to the arithmetic mean and 
geometric mean. For this reason, the F1-score is extensively used to 

Fig. 2. Average review ratings for each airline before and during COVID-19 (January 1, 2020)  

8 https://pytorch.org/ 
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Fig. 3. Average review ratings for each month and airline during COVID-19  
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Fig. 4. Aspect ratings for all airlines—before and during COVID-19  

Fig. 5. Service ratings of flight reviews during COVID-19  
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judge the superiority of IS [78]. We also used the macro-average (Aμ) to 
compute the average performance, and to derive credible evaluation 
results, we used a ten-fold cross-validation approach [78]. We first 
investigated the effect of the COVID-19-related features that enhance 
the LiFeBERT on the eight aspects of LR, SC, FE, CS, VM, CN, CB, and 
food and beverage (FB). 

Table 4 presents the performance of LiFeBERT and the results of 
incrementally applying both COVID-19-related features of CVT and CVR 

(denoted as +CVF). The results demonstrate that LiFeBERT effectively 
predicts airline ABSA to achieve an overall performance of 60% F1- 
scores across the eight aspects. This also shows that our LiFeBERT 
method successfully integrated token embeddings, positional embed-
dings, and discriminative linguistic embeddings, which were learned 
from raw texts to predict airline ABSA. It is evident from the table that 
our model can further improve the airline ABSA prediction performance 
by integrating the extra two COVID-19-related features. As the CVT and 

Fig. 6. Aspect ratings of airlines in Asia, the Middle East, Pacific Ocean, South America, and North America  

Fig. 7. Aspect ratings for the first-class, business, premium economy, and economy cabins for all airlines  
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Fig. 8. Aspect ratings of four cabins for EVA Air  

Fig. 9. Aspect ratings of four cabins with pandemic keywords extracted  

Fig. 10. Correlation between each aspect rating and overall satisfaction for all cabins  

Fig. 11. Correlation between each aspect rating and overall satisfaction for first-class passengers  
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CVR examine whether the airline reviews during COVID-19 relate to the 
refund issue, they do not conflict with the BERT model, which analyzes 
syntactic and semantic information in the texts. As a result, integrating 
CVT and CVR improves the system’s performance, which indicates that 
airline ABSA prediction is highly associated with COVID-19 factors. 

Machine learning classifiers can be classified into conventional, deep 

learning-based, and transformer-based learning [15]. To evaluate the 
proposed method, we select five popular, representative models, which 
have been used for sentiment analysis. Decision tree (denoted as DT), 
K-nearest neighbor (denoted as KNN), and random forest (denoted as 
RF) represent conventional models, TextCNN is a deep learning-based 
model, and BERT is a transformer-based model. Specifically, we 
compared LiFeBERT with DT [78] and KNN [78] to serve as a basis for 
comparisons. RF is an ensemble learning method for classification by 
constructing a multitude of DTs adopting the term frequency–inverse 
document frequency (TF–IDF) text representation. Next, we compared 
our method with TextCNN, a well-known CNN-based text classification 
approach [81]. Finally, we compared our approach with the 
state-of-the-art model, a BERT [52]. In order to compare the statistical 
significance of differences between the performances, we used McNe-
mar’s test [84] to examine whether the proposed method significantly 
improves the overall performance of the comparisons. The difference 
between LiFeBERT and the compared models was considered statisti-
cally significant if the p-value <0.001. The symbol “*” indicates that our 

Fig. 12. Correlation between each aspect rating and overall satisfaction for all cabins of Korean Air  

Table 3 
Aspect ratings classified as negative, positive, and blank  

Aspects/Polarity Negative Positive None 

Legroom 41,143/27.0% 109,509/71.8% 1,922/1.3% 
Seat Comfort 41,886/27.5% 109,017/71.5% 1,671/1.1% 
In-flight Entertainment 44,245/29.0% 93,024/61.0% 15,305/10.0% 
Customer Service 24,753/16.2% 125,874/82.5% 1,947/1.3% 
Value for Money 31,240/20.5% 116,713/76.5% 4,621/3.0% 
Cleanliness 15,820/10.4% 106,232/69.6% 30,522/20.0% 
Check-in and Boarding 17,618/11.5% 104,638/68.6% 30,318/19.9% 
Food and Beverage 38,613/25.3% 80,718/52.9% 33,243/21.8%  

Fig. 13. Illustration of the proposed architecture for aspect-based sentiment prediction of airline reviews  
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method significantly outperforms the other systems. 
Table 5 presents the results of our model LiFeBERT and the baseline 

methods for ABSA of airline reviews. First, the DT, a keyword statistics- 
based method, can only accomplish a mediocre performance with a 
41.8% F1-score. The KNN calculates document similarity in the bag-of- 
words feature space with TF–IDF term weighting and achieves a similar 
result. Notably, the RF integrates multiple DTs through ensemble 
learning to optimize prediction results. However, it surprisingly has the 

worst performance. This may be because the multi-task classification 
problem is not a strength of the RF method, and the learned weighting is 
therefore unreliable. Interestingly, the TextCNN scored approximately 
3% lower than both baseline methods and was the lowest among all 
neural models in this study. 

However, BERT can further improve performance to reach a 54.2% 
F1-score. This indicates that the BERT model is efficient in representing 
textual information and learning the context of airline reviews for multi- 
task classification. It is worth mentioning that our LiFeBERT method, 
combined with multiple text representations and latent linguistic fea-
tures, can be learned from airline reviews through additional embed-
dings. The token and positional embeddings are adopted for learning the 
syntactic and context relations. We employed the discriminative lin-
guistic embeddings to encode the characteristics of linguistic features for 
identifying aspects and sentiments that are hidden within airline re-
views. Consequently, our LiFeBERT outperforms the comparisons and 
achieves the best overall precision, recall, and F1-score. 

There are different dimensions of service, which can be classified 
into in-flight and ground [85] and tangible and intangible [86] services. 
Current research has shown that the appropriate combination of cate-
gories can enhance system performance when a large training dataset is 
not readily available [87]. Based on our observations, we further merged 
the eight aspects into five. Specifically, we merged “Legroom” and SC as 
Seat Quality (SQ), “Check-in & Boarding” and CS as Service (SV), and 
“In-flight Entertainment” and “Food & Beverage” as Food and Enter-
tainment (FE). A comprehensive evaluation was then conducted to 
examine the performance of our models (see Table 5). We noticed that 
these combinations could boost model performance, typically for the 
recall and F1-score. The rationale of these merging also corresponds to 
the aspect-rating visualization in Fig. 4. For example, in-flight service 
taken to comprise both FB and FE shows the lowest rating value (below 
4) among eight aspects. Further, the ratings of LR and SC are close to 
each other (around 4), while CB, and CS are close to each other with 
higher rating values, above 4.3. 

To obtain clearer insights into the reviews, we used word clouds to 
visualize the learned positive and negative keywords for each aspect and 
color-coded them for clarity. Each unique color represents one aspect: 
red: LR; orange: SC; green: FE; light blue: VM; dark blue: CS; purple: CN; 
pink: CB; grey: FB. The top 10 keywords of each aspect were selected for 
both sentiments to generate the word cloud. Its LLR value decides the 
size of a word in the word cloud. Therefore, we can quickly identify 
features within each group, and specific sentiments can be associated 
with their descriptions. As shown in Fig. 14, words can affect the po-
larity of the reviews. For the positive word cloud, the term “excellent” 
appears in most aspects, so that, any review containing this word will 
likely have a high rating. Customers who fly with Emirates or have a seat 
in economy class with fine food are satisfied with the FE aspect. Also, 
they will often leave comments containing the word “friendly” if they 
are happy with the CS. 

In contrast, when customers leave comments with emphasized words 
like “worse,” “poor,” or “terrible,” the described airline aspects are 
generally unsatisfactory to the customer. The most common word is 
“uncomfortable,” which means that reviews containing this word are 
primarily negative in all aspects. Most words in the negative word cloud 
are strong emotional words, such as “worst,” “awful,” and “horrible.” It 
is interesting to note that when customers are not satisfied with the LR, 
they also do not leave a positive view regarding the SC aspect. As for the 
FE aspect, the word “rude” has the second highest LLR score, which 
shows that when customers are frustrated with some aspects, they are 
very likely to evaluate the other aspects negatively. 

Our proposed model outperforms the baseline comparisons, which 
relates to our use of the deep learning model to train the flight reviews 
with known aspect ratings to predict the reviews without aspect ratings. 
Among the collected data, a total of 152,574 flight reviews had aspect 
ratings, compared with 38,312 flight reviews without them. Our pre-
diction model was designed to generate positive, negative, and no 

Table 4 
Incremental contribution of the COVID-19-related features with eight aspects  

Aspect Precision/Recall/F1-score (%) 
LiFeBERT þCVF 

LR 58.9/52.6/54.9 67.5/57.2/60.0 
SC 60.9/55.3/57.5 69.6/60.8/63.2 
FE 60.4/54.9/56.4 62.1/57.9/59.2 
CS 72.8/56.3/56.8 64.4/54.5/56.2 
VM 66.4/53.1/54.8 70.2/53.6/56.8 
CN 57.6/52.8/54.1 69.2/54.2/57.1 
CB 58.7/53.5/55.0 68.8/54.1/56.6 
FB 56.9/54.2/54.6 66.0/55.1/56.5 
Aμ 61.6/54.1/55.5 67.2/58.0/60.1  

Table 5 
The aspect-based sentiment prediction results of the compared methods on the 
eight aspects and five merged aspects  

Precision/Recall/F1-score (%) 
Aspect DT KNN RF TextCNN BERT LiFeBERT 

+CVF 

LR 40.5/ 
40.1/ 
40.3(*) 

53.4/ 
39.3/ 
39.7(*) 

46.9/ 
35.2/ 
31.9(*) 

43.8/ 
39.7/39.8 
(*) 

56.8/ 
49.0/ 
50.9(*) 

67.5/57.2/ 
60.0 

SC 41.8/ 
41.3/ 
41.5(*) 

54.3/ 
40.3/ 
40.9(*) 

48.5/ 
37.0/ 
35.2(*) 

45.1/ 
41.1/41.6 
(*) 

59.0/ 
51.5/ 
53.5(*) 

69.6/60.8/ 
63.2 

FE 44.8/ 
44.5/ 
44.6(*) 

47.9/ 
42.4/ 
42.4(*) 

51.4/ 
37.7/ 
34.4(*) 

38.5/ 
39.0/36.9 
(*) 

58.2/ 
57.3/ 
57.6(*) 

62.1/57.9/ 
59.2 

CS 45.8/ 
45.4/ 
45.6(*) 

46.9/ 
45.8/ 
46.2(*) 

57.2/ 
38.2/ 
38.9(*) 

48.2/ 
42.6/44.1 
(*) 

57.0/ 
56.5/ 
56.7(*) 

64.4/54.5/ 
56.2 

VM 42.6/ 
42.4/ 
42.5(*) 

47.1/ 
43.0/ 
43.0(*) 

52.6/ 
37.5/ 
36.7(*) 

46.0/ 
41.0/41.7 
(*) 

59.4/ 
52.4/ 
53.3(*) 

70.2/53.6/ 
56.8 

CN 39.8/ 
39.4/ 
39.6(*) 

42.1/ 
39.8/ 
38.3(*) 

48.5/ 
33.5/ 
27.6(*) 

35.9/ 
37.8/34.8 
(*) 

57.9/ 
51.6/ 
53.8(*) 

69.2/54.2/ 
57.1 

CB 40.3/ 
40.0/ 
40.2(*) 

43.3/ 
43.3/ 
40.5(*) 

62.7/ 
34.4/ 
29.3(*) 

36.3/ 
37.6/34.5 
(*) 

54.6/ 
55.0/ 
54.8(*) 

68.8/54.1/ 
56.6 

FB 39.9/ 
39.9/ 
39.9(*) 

42.7/ 
41.9/ 
39.6(*) 

51.6/ 
39.0/ 
33.8(*) 

35.8/ 
41.7/37.2 
(*) 

54.9/ 
55.7/ 
53.1(*) 

66.0/55.1/ 
56.5 

Aμ
8  41.9/ 

41.6/ 
41.8(*) 

47.2/ 
42.0/ 
41.3(*) 

52.4/ 
36.6/ 
33.5(*) 

41.2/ 
40.1/38.8 
(*) 

57.2/ 
53.6/ 
54.2(*) 

67.2/58.0/ 
60.1 

SQ 42.5/ 
41.6/ 
42.0(*) 

54.7/ 
39.8/ 
46.1(*) 

49.2/ 
34.6/ 
40.6(*) 

59.3/ 
44.6/50.9 
(*) 

58.6/ 
67.5/ 
61.0(*) 

66.0/72.6/ 
64.5 

SV 45.9/ 
45.6/ 
45.7(*) 

47.0/ 
46.1/ 
46.5(*) 

58.3/ 
37.2/ 
45.3(*) 

57.1/ 
45.8/50.8 
(*) 

55.1/ 
58.8/ 
56.7(*) 

63.8/61.3/ 
62.5 

VM 42.6/ 
42.5/ 
42.5(*) 

47.1/ 
43.0/ 
44.9(*) 

52.5/ 
37.4/ 
43.7(*) 

55.8/ 
44.2/49.3 
(*) 

67.9/ 
53.3/ 
53.6(*) 

70.3/59.7/ 
63.5 

CN 39.9/ 
39.6/ 
39.7(*) 

42.1/ 
39.8/ 
40.9(*) 

55.9/ 
33.5/ 
41.9(*) 

54.7/ 
39.0/45.5 
(*) 

59.9/ 
56.7/ 
54.2(*) 

69.0/56.5/ 
60.1 

FE 41.5/ 
41.1/ 
41.3(*) 

47.8/ 
39.8/ 
43.4(*) 

45.6/ 
35.4/ 
39.9(*) 

57.4/ 
43.6/49.6 
(*) 

59.7/ 
54.0/ 
55.2(*) 

66.0/59.0/ 
61.2 

Aμ
5  42.5/ 

42.1/ 
42.3(*) 

47.7/ 
41.7/ 
44.5(*) 

52.3/ 
35.6/ 
42.4(*) 

56.9/ 
43.4/49.2 
(*) 

60.2/ 
58.1/ 
56.2(*) 

67.0/61.8/ 
62.3  
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sentiment on each aspect, and we developed a dashboard to visualize 
our prediction results for each aspect, as shown in Fig. 15. We filtered 
out the aspects with no sentiments and separated the prediction results 
by the ratio of negative to positive reviews. In the figure, the colors 
indicate the prediction results from January 2016 to August 2020, while 
the number of reviews is shown next to each circle. The overall results 
reveal that the percentage of negative reviews had risen in recent years 
for all aspects, but this was especially the case in 2020. These findings 
are consistent with the data visualizations of aspect ratings presented in 
the previous section. 

5. Conclusions and implications 

The unprecedented nature and scale of COVID-19 pandemic has 
crippled the worldwide economy and the airline industry in particular. 
Airline service and traveler satisfaction have been precarious during the 
pandemic. Sezgen et al. [14] point out that few studies have used online 
reviews to identify critical elements of airline services by conducting 
sentiment analysis. Online reviews provide an alternative source for 

firms to understand better consumer perspectives on their products and 
services, such as the process for refunding flight tickets. This study sheds 
light on the use of deep learning-based NLP and word embedding 
techniques to conduct ABSA and use visual analytics to better under-
stand customers’ satisfaction before and during the pandemic. This 
research thus provides both theoretical and managerial implications. 

5.1. Theoretical implications 

Our visualization findings confirm expectancy disconfirmation the-
ory [14]. That is, customers have expectations about services prior to 
their purchase and have varying expectations regarding different cabins 
and ticket prices. During the pandemic, the CB process can be longer, the 
FB service is restricted, and the ticket refund process can be frustrating 
and tedious. As a result, customers naturally compare the outcomes or 
perceptions to their prior expectations, which leads to satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction with each service aspect. Positive and negative senti-
ments are often evoked in this evaluation process. 

Travelers reacted differently to airline services before and during the 

Fig. 14. Word clouds from reviews with positive (left-hand side) and negative (right-hand side) sentiments.  

Fig. 15. Aspect rating predictions based on our deep learning model  
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pandemic, which is consistent with appraisal theory [16]. We further 
noticed that flight reviews related to refunds or cancellations during the 
pandemic are strong indicators of customer dissatisfaction. When the 
service performance is higher or lower than expected, a respective 
positive or negative disconfirmation may occur, as described by dis-
confirmation theory [88]. 

This study also extends knowledge about the use of deep learning 
techniques by exploring latent linguistic features and various service 
aspects to learn and predict aspect-level sentiments in the context of the 
airline industry and the COVID-19 pandemic. ABSA techniques can be 
classified into lexical-based, machine learning, and hybrid approaches 
[18,20]. Moreover, a domain-specific lexicon has rarely been adapted 
for the tourism and hospitality context, while a general lexicon is limited 
for this context [18]. Finally, traditional machine learning approaches 
cannot effortlessly capture semantic relations and implicit meanings 
[50], which is why Tubishat et al. [20] pointed out that implicit aspect 
extraction in sentiment analysis is still a challenge. 

Recently, word embedding techniques have been gaining increased 
attention because they enable researchers to 1) identify words with 
similar meanings used in a particular context [89] and 2) overcome the 
drawback of the bag-of-words analysis [51]. Pre-trained embedding 
techniques, such as Word2Vec [53], GloVe [54], and FastText [90], are 
now actively used as new tasks for text mining, NLP, and deep learning. 
However, the use of word embedding techniques in management and 
hospitality studies remains rare [89], which is why Alaei et al. [18] 
encouraged future tourism research to discover the dynamics of data and 
gain deeper insights from different aspects of data using deep learning 
approaches. 

In this study, the proposed model driven by deep learning and 
embedding techniques bridges the abovementioned gaps in the litera-
ture by including pandemic factors to detect traveler sentiments. Our 
data-driven framework integrates token embedding, positional bedding, 
discriminative logistic embedding, and BERT, which enables us to cap-
ture syntactic, semantic, and implied information between words and 
sentences. Compared with established and widely used models, such as 
DT, CNN, and KNN, the proposed deep learning model offers distinctive 
advantages and thus outperforms baseline comparisons. 

The experimental results suggest that including the pandemic- 
related attributes to the deep learning model and combining similar 
aspect ratings can improve the model performance. More importantly, 
our proposed model can predict unrated aspects in airline reviews, 
which can identify and understand travelers’ emotional reactions. This 
is evident in the consistent findings from our model evaluations and 
visual analytics. To our best knowledge, we are the first to use deep 
learning-based NLP, multiple word embeddings, and visual analytics 
techniques to conduct ABSA and focus on airline and pandemic context. 

5.2. Managerial implications 

This study provides important implications for managerial practice. 
Our visualization and deep learning findings confirm that the average 
review and aspect ratings in 2020 were lower than in previous years 
(before the pandemic). This was especially noticeable during the WHO’s 
announcement of the global pandemic, which has led to a decline in 
airline service quality for most aspects as perceived by passengers. 
Therefore, from a managerial perspective, the strategies to improve 
service quality and passenger satisfaction should be different during the 
pandemic. 

First, airline practitioners should handle passenger reviews during 
the pandemic differently. Our interactive visualizations reveal an 
apparent decline in aspect ratings and customer satisfaction during the 
outbreak of COVID-19. Our model performance improved by adding the 
pandemic factors, which provides further evidence that the driving 
factors of passenger satisfaction are different during the pandemic. 
Airlines, for example, can differentiate their service by responding to the 
pandemic more quickly and automatically issuing ticket refunds, flight 

certificates, and flight credits, which may include seat upgrades, flight 
tickets, travel insurance, and luggage refunds. This is also a good op-
portunity for airlines to review their refund policy and procedures to 
significantly reduce the number of customer complaints and long waits 
in CS phone calls. An automated, intelligent system should cope with 
these mundane processes more efficiently and more conveniently. A 
positive airline image will enhance its reputation and positively affect 
customer loyalty and trust [91]. 

Second, there are a variety of driving factors of passenger satisfaction 
for different cabins. Managers can prioritize and optimally allocate re-
sources based on each cabin class, and each passenger’s socio-economic 
and cultural information, which can be collected from flight booking 
and pre-boarding processes. Construal level theory describes how people 
process information and react to, and interpret the same event differ-
ently [92]. Chatterjee and Mandal [93], who analyzed 28,341 reviews 
for 345 airlines, found that drivers of ratings and satisfaction differ ac-
cording to traveler’s choice of cabin class and traveler goals, such as 
business and leisure. For example, business travelers tend to care more 
about business success than the travel itself (high construal level), while 
leisure travelers are more psychologically invested in the actual travel 
experience (lower construal level) [93]. Customers in a higher construal 
level thus tend to be more generous and rate higher in service evalua-
tions [94]. Our visual analytics support construal level theory and pre-
vious findings because first-class and business passengers tend to assign 
a higher rating to most aspects and have higher satisfaction for all air-
lines and each airline. However, we found changes in traveler rating 
behavior during the pandemic, especially for first-class, business, and 
premium economy passengers. For example, first-class traveler ratings 
on FB drop significantly (lower than the ratings of business travelers) 
during the pandemic. We also noticed that travelers of each airline 
exhibit different rating patterns according to the region of the airline, 
and whether the airlines were low-cost or full-service, and whether the 
flights were long-distance or domestic. There are a number of di-
mensions of service that may impact a traveler’s post-purchase experi-
ence, and such analysis can be used for customer segmentation and 
service quality improvements. 

Although airlines strive for short-term survival and may deem short- 
term support wasteful, a long-term sustainability strategy is needed 
based on stakeholder engagement [4]. Another interesting finding is 
that the airline response rate (<0.02%) from the selected 12 airlines is 
significantly lower than the hotel response rate (< 70%) [47] on Tri-
pAdvisor. This suggests that airlines may need to increase their efforts to 
cultivate relationships with customers through their social media plat-
forms, which is supported by the recent findings by Tubishat et al. [20]. 

Considering the intense competition between airlines, our predictive 
model and visual analytics provide valuable insights about the aspects 
that stimulate customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction across multiple 
dimensions, such as cabin classes, regions of airlines, and time. 
Furthermore, from a managerial perspective, the ability to differentiate 
service quality aspects enables an airline to attain a distinctive advan-
tage and influence customer repurchase intention, which are key drivers 
of revenue growth and profitability [95]. Thus, our proposed approach, 
which integrates machine power and human intelligence, enables 
managers to monitor passenger sentiment at low cost and in real-time, 
anticipate their satisfaction or dissatisfaction, and act accordingly by 
adjusting their services in a timely manner. 

5.3. Limitation and future research 

While our study has demonstrated an innovative way to detect and 
predict user satisfaction through aspect ratings, review content, and 
COVID-associated factors, it also has several limitations. First, the study 
can be extended to include more airlines across more countries. Asian 
airlines, such as ANA, EVA, and Korean Air, tend to have fewer online 
reviews on TripAdvisor since travelers may feel more comfortable 
writing reviews in their own language, and TripAdvisor is not yet the 
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primary travel platform in Asia. Therefore, a multi-language analysis 
can be conducted in later studies. Future research can also collect data 
from multiple platforms, like Skytrax [91], though the data attributes 
and aspects can differ on different platforms, which would require 
additional effort to detect and extract common aspect information. 

While the service level in our study is proxied by cabin classes, 
additional information about travelers, such as demographics, review 
contributions, etc., may enhance the performance of the predictive 
model. Cross-cultural studies of airline reviews have remained limited 
and rely heavily on survey methods [93]. Future studies can collect 
reviewer profiles on TripAdvisor to conduct cross-cultural analyses. By 
doing this, the managers can better understand traveler requirements 
and the factors driving their satisfaction based on different cultures, 
which would be valuable information for marketing and customer seg-
mentation. A further investigation lens could be extended to different 
flight routes as the distance of a trip and its route is likely to influence 
traveler satisfaction in different ways. An airline may improve its service 
based on specific routes. 

Finally, our experimental results reveal that COVID-19 and ticket 
refund factors can be used to improve the performance of machine 
learning models for recent airline research. Future studies may conduct 

discourse or deeper language analysis to gain a more profound insight 
into the socio-psychological characteristics in written reviews, which 
may advance the algorithm to the next level. 
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Appendix 

In this research, we used the following equation to calculate LLR value to extract polarity keywords denoting sentiments of an aspect. Let w indicate 
a word and S denote a sentiment of a certain aspect. N(S) and N(S) are the numbers of reviews that respectively contain this sentiment or not. N(wS), 
which is shortened as k, is the number of reviews containing w and S simultaneously, while N(wS) is the number of reviews without this sentiment but 
including w, denoted as l. To further simplify the formula, we also define m = N(S) − k as the number of reviews containing S without the word w, and 
n = N(S) − l as those with neither S nor w. A maximum likelihood estimation is conducted to obtain probabilities p(w), p(w|S), and p(w|S) through 
calculating the log-likelihood of the hypothesis that the presence of w in set S is beyond chance. A word with a large LLR value is closely associated 
with the sentiment of an aspect. Finally, the entire set of words are ranked by their LLR value in the training data, and the top 150 are selected as 
polarity keywords for each aspect. 

LLR(t, S) = 2log
p(w|S)k

(1 − p(w|S))mp(w|S)l
(1 − p(w|S))n

p(t)k+l
(1 − p(w))m+n (3)  
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